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Abstract—Balancing the load in content addressing schemes
for route-restricted networks represents a challenge with a wide
range of applications. Solutions based on greedy embeddings
maintain minimal state information and enable efficient routing,
but any such solutions currently result in either imbalanced
content addressing, overloading individual nodes, or are unable
to efficiently account for network dynamics.

In this work, we propose a greedy embedding in combination
with a content addressing scheme that provides balanced content
addressing while at the same time enabling efficient stabilization
in the presence of network dynamics. We point out the trade-
off between stabilization complexity and maximal permitted
imbalance when deriving upper bounds on both metrics for two
variants of the proposed algorithms. Furthermore, we substan-
tiate these bounds through a simulation study based on both
real-world and synthetic data.

I. INTRODUCTION

Efficiently routing packets while maintaining little to no
state information is a fundamental problem of networking. The
issue concerns Internet routing, in particular content-centric
networking [1], as well as dynamic networks such as wireless
sensor networks [2] and Friend-to-Friend (F2F) overlays in the
manner of Freenet [3]. The routing configuration is frequently
adapted to implement content addressing, where the node
identifier (or: address) is used to determine the allocation of
resources to specific nodes. This scenario typically makes the
configuration and routing particularly difficult, as the nodes
are expected to exhibit extensive dynamics in terms of joining
and leaving the system.

Greedy embeddings guarantee the success of stateless
greedy routing and thus facilitate efficient communication
[4]. All existing distributed greedy embeddings are based on
creating a spanning tree and subsequently assigning identifiers
to each node. Some embedding algorithms can account for
topology changes without a complete recomputation of the
local state [5], [6]. In contrast to structured P2P overlays,
greedy embeddings do not require the ability to change the
network topology, making them suitable for all of the above
scenarios.

Implementing content addressing on greedy embeddings,
however, faces several challenges. The current proposals are
either unable to assign content in a fair manner [7], [8], are
unable to deal with dynamics [1], or considerably reduce the
efficiency by establishing an additional overlay [9].

We aim to realize fair resource allocation based on an
underlying greedy embedding assuming highly dynamic envi-
ronments. In other words, we require an embedding algorithm
in combination with a content addressing scheme such that i)
the overhead of stabilization after node arrivals or departures
is low on average and ii) the content addressing is balanced,
i.e., the fraction of content assigned to a node should not
considerably exceed its share of the overall storage capacity.

In this paper, we propose to assign each content an address
in the form of a vector of keyed hashes. Similarly, we assign
node addresses in the form of vectors. The vector encodes the
part of the namespace (in our case: hashes of content) that is
allocated to the respective node, and each component of the
vector contains a tuple indicating ranges within the namespace.
Node addresses are only changed if topology adaptations result
in nodes being responsible for more addresses than the current
upper bound permits.

Our algorithm assigns at most O
(

logn
n

)
of the content to a

node at any time if the tree depth isO(log n). Thus, the asymp-
totic bound matches the bound for DHTs [10]. Furthermore,
the expected communication complexity for stabilization after
a node join or departure is O(polylog(n)) if the expected
number of siblings, i.e., the nodes with the same parent,
is bound polylog in n. Otherwise, if such a bound on the
number of siblings does not exist, the use of virtual binary
trees allows us to achieve polylog complexity nevertheless,
at the price of storing up to O

(
log2 n

n

)
of the content on

one node. We perform a simulation study based on real-world
churn traces and topologies of several thousands of nodes
to quantify the stabilization overhead and the balance of the
content addressing in exemplary scenarios. Our results indicate
that i) the average stabilization overhead is reduced to less than
3% of the overhead of a complete re-embedding, and ii) the
content addressing exhibits a similar or even better fairness
than common content addressing schemes such as DHTs.

II. RELATED WORK

Greedy embeddings assign coordinates to nodes in a graph
such that nodes can route messages based only on the coordi-
nates of their neighbors. Generally, an embedding algorithm
computes such an embedding by first constructing a spanning
tree and then assigning coordinates starting from the root.
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Parents assign their children coordinates based on their own
coordinate. In this manner, greedy embeddings realize efficient
routing in any connected graph while maintaining very little
state information.

During the last years, a multitude of embedding algorithms
has been developed, using coordinates from hyperbolic [5],
[7], [11], [12], Euclidean [12], [13], or custom-metric spaces
[6], [14]. However, the problem of content addressing is
mostly disregarded, with a few notable exceptions discussed
in the following.

For instance, the authors of [7] and [15] show that their
embedding allows for content addressing. However, neither
consider the fraction of addresses, and thus content, assigned
to individual nodes. When applying [7] on autonomous system
(AS) topologies of several hundreds of nodes, the algorithm
allocates more than 90% of all content to one node [1].

To the best of our knowledge, [8] first considers load balanc-
ing in terms of content addressing for greedy embeddings. The
authors design Prefix Embedding, an embedding algorithm
for Friend-to-Friend (F2F) overlays, and evaluate how their
design performs when applied for content storage and retrieval
in such route-restricted overlays. Their simulation indicate a
high imbalance with regard to the fraction of stored content,
sometimes assigning more than 50% of all content to a single
node in an overlay of tens of thousands of nodes.

Roos et al. [1] inversely adapt the addressing scheme for
the content and assign topology-aware keys to files, i.e., the
address of a file depends on the structure of the spanning
tree. In this manner, the expected fraction of files with an
address in a certain range corresponds to the fraction of node
coordinates in this range. Though the content addressing is
indeed balanced, the approach requires that the spanning tree
is globally known. Furthermore, network dynamics result in
constant changes of node coordinates and file addresses, which
make indexing of addresses difficult.

In contrast, [9] circumvents the problem of content address-
ing directly on the embedding by establishing an additional
structured overlay on top of it. However, in this manner, they
decrease the efficiency of the routing by a factor of about 4.

In summary, balanced content addressing in embeddings for
dynamic networks without global topology information is an
open problem.

III. PROBLEM FORMALIZATION

In this section, we introduce basic notation and formally
express our goals. The key terms we need to define are those
of a (greedy) embedding, a content addressable storage, and
a stabilization algorithm for such a structure.

A. Graphs and Embeddings

Throughout the paper, we rely on a graph G = (V,E) with
nodes V and edges E ⊂ V × V . For simplicity, we restrict
our analysis to graphs that are bidirectional, i.e., (u, v) ∈ E
iff (v, u) ∈ E for all u, v ∈ V , and connected. Furthermore,
we denote the set of neighbors of v ∈ V by N(v) = {u ∈
V : (u, v) ∈ E}.

A spanning tree is defined as a subgraph TG = (V,ET )
of G such that TG is connected and ET ⊂ E is of minimal
size. In a spanning tree, there exists exactly one path between
every source node s and destination e. A rooted spanning tree
is a spanning tree TG with a distinguished element r ∈ V ,
the root. We express the positions of nodes in the spanning
tree with regard to the root. The level or depth of a node u
is the length of the unique path between u and the root in
the spanning tree. Furthermore, the depth of the tree is the
maximal depth over all nodes. In addition, the relation of two
nodes u, v ∈ V can be expressed in relation to the root. If u
is included in the unique path between the root r and v, u is
an ancestor of v and v a descendant of u. Furthermore, if the
edge (v, u) ∈ ET , u is the parent of v and v a child of u.
Children of the same node are called siblings.

A (graph) embedding on a graph G = (V,E) is a
function id : V → X into a metric space (X, dX). We
call id(u) the coordinate or address of u. Consider a pair
of distinct nodes u, v ∈ V . The embedding id is called
greedy if for all such pairs, u has a neighbor w ∈ N(u)
with dX(id(w), id(v)) < dX(id(u), id(v)). The algorithm
A for deriving the embedding id is called an embedding
algorithm. For brevity, we generally write distance of u and v
to refer to the distance of their coordinates. Then, an equivalent
definition of a greedy embedding is the guaranteed successful
termination of the standard greedy routing algorithm, which
specifies that each node along the path between source and
destination forwards the message to the closest neighbor to
the destination. If the coordinate assignment id relies on the
previous construction of a rooted spanning tree, we call id a
tree-based embedding or tree-based greedy embedding if id is
greedy.

B. Balanced Content Addressing

Content addressing generally refers to a deterministic ad-
dressing scheme for content. In the context of distributed
systems, content addressing implies mapping content to nodes
based on node coordinates and content addresses. Here, we
map content to the node closest to the content’s address. The
scenario can be easily generalized such that content is stored
on k > 1 nodes by e.g., storing content on the closest k nodes
or using k different addresses for each file [16].

In order to allow for content to be stored on closest nodes,
we first need to extend the notion of a greedy embedding.

Definition III.1. Let id : V → X be a greedy embedding
on a graph G = (V,E), X′ ⊂ X a countable address
space, and ca : C → X′ an addressing function for a set
of content C. Then id is called a content addressable greedy
embedding if i) |M(x′)| = |argminv∈V {dX(id(v), x′)}| = 1
for all x′ ∈ X ′, and ii) ∀x′ ∈ X′,∀v ∈ V, v /∈ M(x),∃w ∈
N(v) : dX(id(w), x) < dX(id(v), x). The tuple (G, id , C, ca)
is called a content addressable storage.

Definition III.1 guarantees that greedy routing terminates at
the closest node to an address x. Thus, nodes can store and
retrieve files using greedy routing. However, Definition III.1
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does not demand that the content is distributed on the nodes
in a balanced manner. Thus, we now characterize the notion
of balanced or fair content addressing.

Definition III.2. Let (G, id , C, ca) be a content addressable
storage. Furthermore, ∀v ∈ V let B(v) = {x ∈ X′ : ∀w ∈
V, dX(id(v), x) ≤ dX(id(w), x)} be the set of coordinates
in X′ closest to v, and µ be the normalized point measure,
i.e., µ maps a subset E of X′ to the fraction of coordinates
contained in E. (G, id , C, ca) is said to be (f, δ)-balanced for
a real-valued factor f ≥ 1 if

∀v ∈ V, µ(B(v)) ≤ f · 1

|V |
+ δ. (1)

An embedding algorithm A is called (f, δ)-balanced if it
generates embeddings id such that the content addressable
storage (G, id , C, ca) is (f, δ)-balanced.

Essentially, Definition III.2 states that the expected fraction
of content assigned to a node should at most be f times the
average content assigned to each node. A well-known example
for balanced content addressing on freely adaptable topologies
are DHTs. In DHTs, file addresses correspond to b-bit hashes
of either the file’s name, description, or content. DHTs are
(O(log n), 0)-balanced [10].

We now shortly motivate some details in Definition III.2.
The additional term δ is assumed to be small in comparison to
1/n. Its purpose is mainly to compensate for rounding errors
emerging from the fact that, for a finite X , n most likely
does not evenly divide |X|. The use of the normalized point
measure µ is only sensible if the file addresses ca(C) are
approximately uniformly distributed. Otherwise, µ(A) should
correspond to the measure of the preimage ca−1(A). However,
the latter definition requires an introduction to measure theory
as well as a quantification of the difference between a uniform
distribution and a pseudo-random hash function, which are out
of scope of this paper. Thus, we restrict our goals to balancing
the fraction of content addresses mapped to a node rather than
the fraction of content mapped to the node.

C. Dynamics and Stabilization

Now, we assume that the topology of the graph changes over
time. Here, each topology change refers to the addition or re-
moval of one node or edge. We model the graph topology over
time as a stochastic process (Gt)t∈N such that Gt = (Vt, Et)
represents the graph after the t-th topology change. When the
topology changes, the embedding has to be adapted, so that we
have a time-dependent embedding idt. In contrast, we assume
that the set of potential content C and the addressing function
ca remain unchanged. In order for the content addressable
storage (Gt, id t, C, ca) to continuously function effectively
for all t, the embedding has to be adjusted to maintain greedy
and balanced. We now define two properties for an embedding
algorithm, before formally defining the concept of a content
addressable storage in a dynamic scenario.

Definition III.3. Let A be an embedding algorithm for content
addressable greedy embeddings id based on spanning trees

T = (V,ET ), ET ⊆ E. We write A(T, ∅) to indicate that A
is applied on the tree T . We call A dynamic if we can compute
A(Tu, id(u)) on a subtree Tu = (Vu, E

T
u ) with Vu ⊆ V,ET

u ⊆
ET rooted at a node u such that

1) A(Tu, id(u)) only changes coordinates of nodes v ∈ Vu,
2) the communication complexity of A(Tu, id(u)) is
O(|Vu|), and

3) for any tree T ′u = (V ′u, E
T ′

u ) rooted at u, graph G′ =
(V ′, E′) with V ′ = V \ Vu ∪ V ′u and spanning tree T ′ =
(V ′, ET ′) with ET ′ = ET \ ET

u ∪ ET ′

u , A(T ′u, id(u))
results in an embedding id ′ such that

∀x ∈ X′,M(x) ∈ Vu =⇒ M ′(x) ∈ V ′u.
Furthermore, A is called dynamic (f ′, δ)-balanced if it is
dynamic and

∀v ∈ Vu : µ(B(v)) ≤

( ∑
v0∈Vu

µ(B(v0))

)
f ′

|Vu|
+ δ. (2)

holds for any embedding generated by A(Tu, id(u)).

In other words, Definition III.3 requires an embedding
algorithm to be able to re-embed local subtrees with changed
nodes and edges such that the local embedding is balanced,
covers the addresses of the previous embedding, and other
nodes and their content addresses are unaffected. Note that
this local balance does not imply global balance. If the
combined fraction of coordinates M0 =

∑
v0∈Vu

µ(B(v0))
mapped to the nodes in the subtree is disproportionally high in
comparison to the number of nodes in the subtree, the fraction
of coordinates mapped to each node in the subtree might
exceed f/n. A stabilization algorithm should thus decide if
the embedding algorithm A can be applied locally or if the re-
embedding has to consider additional nodes in order to balance
the storage responsibilities.

Definition III.4. Let A be a (f ′, δ)-balanced embed-
ding algorithm with f ′ ≤ f . A stochastic process
((Gt, id t)t∈N, C, ca,S(A)) is called a dynamic (f, δ)-
balanced content addressable storage if the stabilization algo-
rithm S(A) ensures that (Gt, id t, C, ca) is a (f, δ)-balanced
content addressable storage for all t ∈ N.

Definition III.4 allows the stabilization algorithm to be
parameterized by the embedding algorithm. In this manner,
we allow for a general stabilization algorithm that calls upon
a variable dynamic embedding algorithm.

IV. ALGORITHM DESIGN

In this section, we develop an efficient stabilization algo-
rithm that can restore a (O(D), δ)-balanced content address-
able storage after a topology change with D denoting an
upper bound on the spanning tree depth. We first consider
the algorithm design from a high-level point of view. More
precisely, we show that we can construct such a stabilization
algorithm S(A) on the basis of any dynamic (1, δ)-balanced
embedding algorithm A. We then present a concrete algorithm
A for our evaluation. Last, we introduce potential variations
and improvements of our algorithm for practical use.
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(a) Perfect initial balance under v1. (b) Upon departure of 5 children of v4. (c) Re-balancing on 6th departure at v4.

Fig. 1: S(A) on 15 nodes (triangles below v3 and v4 denote branches of |Vv3| and |Vv4| nodes), g = 2 and c = 0: Arrows
denote parent child relationships. Percentages given for branches denote the fraction allocated to each node in the branch,
percentage given for top nodes the fraction allocated to the respective node; Fig. 1a: the content addressing initially allocates
1/15th to each node, achieving perfect balance. Departure of 5 children under v4 is balanced by v4 (Fig. 1b), allocations increase
to 17.3% per node. The sixth departure triggers escalation and the re-embedding request is relayed to v2 (Fig. 1c).

A. Stabilization

The key idea of algorithm S(A) is that a node u can locally
decide if it re-embeds its subtree or forwards a request for re-
embedding to its parent. Throughout this section, let Tu =
(Vu, Eu) denote the subtree rooted at u. In order to decide
if a local re-embedding is possible, u maintains an estimate
nest ∈ [n/g, ng] of the number of nodes n in the network.
Furthermore, u keeps track of its number of descendants |Vu|
as well as the combined fraction cont(Vu) =

∑
v∈Vu

µ(B(v))
of addresses assigned to nodes in Vu. Similarly, for each child
v, u keeps track of |Vv|. We first describe the idea of how the
dynamic re-embedding in the presence of topology changes
works. Then, we detail how to obtain the required knowledge
for making the local decision to re-embed.

a) Maintaining Stability: We aim to maintain a (f, δ)-
balanced content addressable storage with f = O(D) in the
presence of topology changes. We assume that there exists a
(1, δ)-balanced embedding algorithm A. The topology change
and subsequent spanning tree stabilization either replaces a
subtree Tu with a subtree T ′u = (V ′u, E

′
u) or construct a

new spanning tree. We focus on the former case as the latter
requires re-embedding the complete graph. If u re-embeds
locally, i.e., applies the algorithm A only to T ′u, we have
cont(V ′u) = cont(Vu) by the third condition in Definition
III.3. Then Eq. 2 states that the maximal fraction of addresses
assigned to any node v in V ′u is

µ(B′(v)) ≤ cont(Vu)

|V ′u|
+ δ, (3)

because A is (1, δ)-balanced. We can express Eq. 3 in the
form f ′

n + δ with f ′ = n · cont(Vu)/|V ′u|. If indeed nest ∈
[n/g, ng] for a global parameter g, we have n ≤ nestg and
hence f ′ ≤ nestg cont(Vu)

|V ′u|
. Thus, if for some f(u) ≤ f

nestg
cont(Vu)

|V ′u|
≤ f(u), (4)

re-embedding locally guarantees that µ(B(v)) ≤ f
|V |+δ for all

v ∈ V ′u, so that we indeed maintain a (f, δ)-balanced content
addressable storage. If Eq. 4 does not hold, u cannot guarantee
that local re-embedding maintains a (f(u), δ)-balanced content

addressable storage. Then u contacts its parent p(u) with a
request for re-embedding. The node p(u) decides if it should
re-embed locally, changing the coordinates within subtrees
rooted at u and its siblings, or if it relays the request to its
own parent. In this manner, nodes might forward the request
for re-embedding to the root who can always re-embed such
that the resulting content addressable storage is (1, δ)- and
hence (f, δ)-balanced.

It remains to consider how to choose f(u). As stated above,
we need to ensure that f(u) ≤ f . On the first glance,
the choice f(u) = f seems suitable as it maximizes the
probability that Eq. 4 holds. However, if indeed f = f(u), the
re-embedding might only barely restore the desired balance.
Any further change affecting any of the subtrees might thus
lead to an immediate need for another re-embedding. In order
to allow to reduce the frequency of the re-embedding, we
thus choose a level-dependent f(u). More precisely, a parent
v provides an embedding with a lower balance factor than
the child node u, i.e., f(v) < f(u). In this manner, the
probability that u has to contact its parent for a further re-
embedding shortly after such an re-embedding decreases. In
order to maintain an overall balance factor f = O(D), we
choose the local balance factor corresponding to the level of
the node in the tree, i.e.,

f(u) = g(1 + c+ level(u)). (5)

Using the size approximation accuracy g as a factor ensures
that a re-embedding is not only necessary due to the uncer-
tainty about the current global state despite a good balance in
the subtree. The tree depth offset c allows a trade-off between
the accepted level of imbalance and the stabilization overhead.
So, an increased parameter c implies that the maximal fraction
of content per node can be high but might reduce the frequency
of coordinate changes.

b) Updating State Information: The estimate nest as well
as the quantities |Vv| and cont(Vu) are essential to check if
Eq. 4 holds. The fraction cont(Vu) depends on the nature
of the coordinate space X and the address space X′ ⊂ X.
Thus, computing them depends on the nature of the embedding
algorithm A and the addressing scheme ca . Here, we focus on
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maintaining the network size estimate nest. In the process, we
also obtain and maintain the subtree sizes |Vv|. Note that n =
|Vr| for the root r. Upon initialization, we derive the network
size n = |V | = |Vr| recursively. Each node v forwards the
size Vv to its parent, starting at leaves, which send |Vv| = 1.
As soon as a node u has received |Vv| from all its children v,
u sends 1+

∑
v∈children(u) |Vv| to its parent. Finally, r obtains

the current network size and broadcasts it to all nodes along
the edges of the tree. Later on, whenever a node u accepts
an additional child or one of its children departs, u sends
the new value of |Vu| to its parent. All subtree sizes along
the path to the root are subsequently updated. After the root
node has updated its local state, it checks if the current value
for |Vr| = n and the global estimate nest still satisfy nest ∈
[n/g, ng]. If not, r broadcasts the new estimate and at the same
time runs the re-embedding algorithm. Algorithm 1 describes
a node u’s reaction to a topology change in Tu, covering both
the network size estimation maintenance and the embedding,
as exemplarily illustrated in Fig. 1.

Algorithm 1 S(A)(u, v, |V ′v |, b)
1: # u: node, v: child of u; |V ′

v |: updated |Vv|, b: forward flag
2: # Global: balance factors f , g, c; size estimate nest; Alg. A
3: # State u: content cont(Vu); subtree sizes |Vv|; parent p(u)
4: |Vv| = |V ′

v |
5: |Vu| = 1 +

∑
v∈children(u) |Vv|

6: if u is root then
7: if |Vu| < nest/g or |Vu| > nestg or not b then
8: nest = |Vu|
9: A(u),

10: Broadcast nest

11: end if
12: else if b then
13: S(A)(p(u), u, |Vu|, b)
14: else
15: if nestg

cont(Vu)
|Vu| ≤ g(1 + c+ level(u)) then

16: A(u)
17: S(A)(p(u), u, |Vu|, true)
18: else
19: S(A)(p(u), u, |Vu|, false)
20: end if
21: end if

B. Embedding

Our embedding algorithm is a modification of the unbal-
anced content addressing scheme for Prefix Embedding [8].
In a nutshell, the idea of our algorithm is to count each node
in Prefix Embedding as multiple nodes.

Prefix Embedding, a variation of PIE [6], encodes the
position of a node with regard to the root of the tree. More
precisely, each node u enumerates the edges to its children.
The coordinate then corresponds to the vector of edge numbers
on the unique path from the root to the respective node. The
distance between two such coordinates corresponds to the sum
of the length of their coordinate vectors, subtracting twice the
number of leading equal elements (the common prefix). In this
manner, the distance between two node coordinates equals the
length of the path between the two nodes in the spanning tree.

We modify Prefix Embedding by replacing the numerical
elements of the vectors with sets of integers in an interval.
The length of each interval depends on the number of nodes
in the corresponding subtree. So, a node on level l divides the
space of 2b numbers for the l+1-th element of the coordinate
vector evenly between itself and its descendants, as displayed
in Algorithm 2. More precisely, a node u receives a prefix for
all nodes in Vu from its parent, starting with an empty prefix at
the root. The prefix corresponds to u’s own coordinate id(u)
and consists of l intervals. After receiving its coordinate, u
assigns coordinates consisting of l+1 intervals to its children.
For the i-th child vi, u adds the set of integers in the interval[∑i−1

j=1

|Vvj
|

|Vu| 2
b,
∑i

j=1

|Vvj
|

|Vu| 2
b
]
, which has cardinality of at

most d |Vvi
|

|Vu| 2
be (Lines 5-9). The subtree rooted at the child

is then recursively embedded.
We now formally derive the coordinate space and the

distance function for the assigned coordinates. First, we de-
note the set of all integers within an interval [z1, z2) by
Ic(z1, z2) = {i : i ∈ [z1, z2), i ∈ Z}. Furthermore, let
IC = {Ic(z1, z2) : z1, z2 ∈ [0, 2b), z2 ≥ z1} denote the
set of all such sets with 0 ≤ z1 ≤ z2 < 2b. Then, our
coordinate space X = IC∗ corresponds to all vectors with
entries in IC. The distance between two node coordinates is
analogous to Prefix Embedding: the difference of the sum of
the coordinates lengths and twice the common prefix length.
However, in order to allow for balanced content addressing, we
use a slightly different concept than the common prefix length
to compare vector elements. Rather than only considering
equal elements, we consider two sets a match if one is
contained in the other. Formally, let I1 and I2 denote two
sets of integers. Then we set sub(I1, I2) = true if I1 ⊆ I2
or I2 ⊆ I1. As a consequence, we denote the contained
interval length of two vectors x1, x2 ∈ X as cil(x1, x2) =
max{j ∈ {0, . . . ,min{D(x1), D(x2)}} : sub(x1(j), x2(j))}.
Hence, the distance between two coordinates is

dX(x1, x2) = D(x1) +D(x2)− 2 · cil(x1, x2). (6)

with D(x) denoting the dimension of a vector x.
Next, we consider the file address generation ca for files

c ∈ C. Typically, ca corresponds to a hash function h : C →
H = Z2b . However, as our coordinates are vectors, we choose
the address space X′ = {{a} : a ∈ Z2b}L corresponding
to vectors of a fixed length L with L ≥ D exceeding the
spanning tree depth. We use multiple salted hashes to obtain
the address of a file c, i.e., the i-th element of ca(c) is
y = ({y1}, . . . {yL}) for yi = h(c + i). The file c is then
stored at the node with the closest coordinate id(u) to ca(c)
according to Eq. 6. The node u can be located using greedy
routing by forwarding a request to store or retrieve ca(c) to the
closest neighbor until no such neighbor exists. If the coordinate
of u changes due to the dynamics, u needs to start a new
storage request for c to ensure that the file is indeed stored
on the closest node. We now show that A is greedy content
addressable, (1, δ)-balanced, and hence any (G, id , C, ca) is a
content addressable storage.
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Algorithm 2 A(Tu, id(u))

1: # Tu:subtree to embed, Ic(z1, z2): integers in [z1, z2)
2: # b: length of coordinate elements, ||: concatenation
3: ol = 0
4: next = 0
5: for v ∈ children(u) do
6: next = next+ |Vv|
7: id(v) = id(u)||Ic( ol

|Vu|2
b, next

|Vu| 2
b)

8: A(Tv, id(v))
9: ol = next

10: end for

Proposition IV.1. The dynamic embedding algorithm A is
content addressable greedy. If L ≤ b with L being the upper
bound on the tree depth, then A is (1, L+1

2b
)-balanced.

Proof. [Sketch, we omit the technical details of some steps
and focus on the key ideas, see [17] for a detailed proof]

In order to show that A is content addressable greedy,
we leverage the corresponding results for Prefix Embedding.
Second, we show that A is (1, L+1

2b
)-balanced by determining

f and δ as in Definition III.2. For this purpose, we first
determine an upper bound for B(v) based on Eq. 6 and then
leverage this upper bound to confirm that δ ≤ L+1

2b
for f = 1.

Note that A corresponds to a Prefix Embedding when we
represent each node u as a set of nodes U with integer-
valued vectors as coordinates. The coordinate of a node
u′ ∈ U is chosen such that the i-th element is contained
in Ic(xui (1), x

u
i (2)) and U is the union of all nodes with

such coordinates. As PrefixEmbedding is content addressable
greedy [8], A is content addressable greedy.

Now, we show that A is (1, L
2b

+ 1)-balanced.
First, we derive the cardinality |B(v)| = µ(B(v)) · (2b)L.

Let x = id(v). By the definition of the distance dX in
Eq. 6, B(v) consists of all vectors x′ ∈ X ′ such that
i) cil(x, x′) = D(x), and ii) there is no child u of v
with cil(id(u), x′) > D(x). We extend x to a coordi-
nate xL of length L such that B(v) = {x′ ∈ X′ :
dX(x′, xL) = 0} by adding elements Ic(xvi (1), x

v
i (2)) for

i > D(x). With zm(v) = maxw∈children(v) x
w
D(x)+1(2)

if v has any children and zm(v) = 0 otherwise, we set
Ic(xvD(x)+1(1), x

v
D(x)+1(2)) = Ic(zm(v), 2b). Furthermore,

for i > D(x) + 1, we set Ic(xvi (1), x
v
i (2)) = Ic(0, 2b) to

cover all possible elements. We can then express the size of
B(v) as |B(v)| = 2b(L−D(x)−1)∏D(x)+1

i=1 |Ic(xvi (1), xvi (2))|.
From now on, let vl denote the ancestor of v on
level l. As stated in Line 7 of Algorithm 2, we have
Ic(xvi (1), x

v
i (2)) = Ic( r

|Vvi−1
|2

b,
r+|Vvi

|
|Vvi−1

| 2
b) for i ≤ D(x)

with some r ∈ [0, |Vvi−1 | − |Vvi|), implying an upper bound
|Ic(xvi (1), xvi (2))| ≤

|Vvi
|

|Vvi−1
|2

b + 1, and

|B(v)| ≤ 2b(L−D(x)−1)
(

1

|Vv|
2b + 1

)D(x)∏
i=1

(
|Vvi
|

|Vvi−1
|
2b + 1

)
.

(7)

Now, we derive δ from Eq. 7. For this purpose, we write(
1

|Vv|
2b + 1

)D(x)∏
i=1

(
|Vvi
|

|Vvi−1
|
2b + 1

)
=

D(x)∑
i=0

ci(2
b)i (8)

with cD(x)+1 = 1
n . As |Vvi

|
|Vvi−1

| ≤ 1, we have(
1
|Vv|2

b + 1
)∏D(x)

i=1

(
|Vvi
|

|Vvi−1
|2

b + 1
)
≤
(
2b + 1

)D(x)+1
=∑D(x)+1

i=0

(
D(x)

i

)
(2b)i and ci ≤

(
D(x)

i

)
. Consequently, we

obtain upper bounds cD(x) ≤ D(x) ≤ L and for D(x) > 1,∑D(x)−1
i=0 ci(2

b)i ≤ (2b)D(x)−1∑D(x)−1
i=0

(
D(x)

i

)
≤ (2b)D(x).

Inserting Eq. 8 and the upper bounds on the coefficients ci in
Eq. 7, we obtain

|B(v)| ≤ 1

n

(
2b
)L

+ L
(
2b
)L−1

+
(
2b
)L−1

.

Division by the number of addresses |X ′| = (2b)L shows that
A is indeed (1, L+1

2b
)-balanced.

C. Improvements and Variations

There are multiple possibilities to slightly reduce the over-
head of S(A) in practice or achieve additional properties. We
discuss additional variants regarding the use of estimated sub-
tree sizes and the adherence to heterogeneous node resources
in our technical report [17]1.

No local re-embedding after joins: In Algorithm 1, the
parent u of a newly joined node v re-embeds the complete
subtree Vu. However, as long as the load is sufficiently
balanced in the subtree, such an action might unnecessarily
increase the overhead. Rather, u can assign v a preliminary
coordinate in B(u) by adding Ic(max, (max+ 2b)/2) to v’s
coordinate with max denoting the highest number assigned to
a last coordinate of u’s children. In this manner, we postpone
the re-embedding of the subtree until one of its children leaves
or asks for a re-embedding.

Virtual binary trees: In addition to reducing the frequency
of new coordinate assignments, the number of nodes affected
by a re-embedding can be reduced by only changing the
coordinates within a subset of the subtrees rooted at children.
For this purpose, we leverage the concept of virtual binary
trees presented in [8]. Here, we represent a subgraph consisting
of a parent and its children as a binary tree such that the
children are the leaves and the parent executes the functionality
of all internal nodes. In this manner, if a node u receives a
re-embedding request relayed from one of its children, u first
checks if it can balance a set of two or three subtrees. If re-
embedding only those trees is possible according to Algorithm
1, the remaining subtrees remain unaffected. Otherwise, nodes
subsequently consider subtrees at a lower level of the virtual
binary tree until it can either locally re-embed or has to relay
the request to its own parent. As the structure of the virtual
subtree rooted at a node changes whenever the number of
children changes, the successive consideration is only applied
for nodes other than the parent of the joined or departed node.
Note that the additional nodes of the virtual binary trees do
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Fig. 2: Stabilization overhead (normalized by overhead of complete re-embedding) and corresponding imbalance of the content
addressing of Algorithm 1 for various values of c and g

not count into the network size but the levels considered in
Line 15 of Algorithm 1 correspond to the levels in the virtual
tree in order to avoid short-lived re-embeddings.

D. Performance Analysis

We here state the main result of our theoretical analysis. A
full proof can be found in [17].

Theorem IV.2. Let (G, id , C, ca) be a content-addressable
storage with a tree-based greedy embedding id . The depth of
the spanning tree is at most O(log n). With S denoting the
number of siblings of a node, the algorithm S(A) maintains
a (O(log n), δ)-balanced content-addressable storage at com-
munication complexity

E(cost(S(A))) = O
(
log3 nE(S)

)
.

Using virtual binary trees, the algorithm Svirt(A) maintains a
(O(log2 n), δ)-balanced content-addressable storage at com-
munication complexity

E(cost(Svirt(A))) = O
(
log6 n

)
.

V. SIMULATIONS

We substantiate the previous asymptotic bounds by a sim-
ulation study considering the case of F2F overlays. Our goal
is to provide concrete bounds on the stabilization complexity
and the balance of the content addressing of Algorithm 1 for
various values of the tree depth offset c and network size
estimation accuracy g. Furthermore, we evaluate the impact
of the simple join and virtual binary tree variant described
in Section IV-C. In the following, we describe our simulation
model, set-up, expectations and results.

Simulation Model and Set-up: Our simulation builds on
GTNA [18], a framework for graph analysis. Aside from the
parameters c and g, the performance of Algorithm 1 depends
on the graph G and the churn pattern, i.e., the node join and
departure sequence. In our simulation model, we characterize
the latter by the session and intersession length distributions
LS and LI . Furthermore, we use the spanning tree construction
by Perlman [19], which assigns each node a random numerical
identifier and then constructs a spanning tree of minimal depth
such that the root corresponds to the node with the highest
identifier.

During the set-up phase, each node chooses its random
identifier for the spanning tree construction, which remains
constant during the simulation. Initially, each node is online
with probability E(LS)

E(LS+LI)
. If a node is online at start-up, we

assume that it is at a random point of its current session.
In other words, we choose the time of an online node’s
departure by selecting a session length l according to LS

and multiplying l with a uniformly chosen random number
in [0, 1). Analogously, we select the time until an offline node
joins. Then, we execute the spanning tree construction on the
subgraph induced by all initially online nodes. Subsequently,
we execute Algorithm 2 on the same subgraph to obtain the
initial embedding. If the graph is partitioned into multiple
components, we execute the two algorithms for each com-
ponent individually.

In each step i of the algorithm, we add or remove a node
according to the previously selected sessions and intersession
times. We choose the time of this node’s next join or departure
by selecting an interval l according to LI or LS , respectively,
and add l to the currently elapsed time. Afterwards, we
re-establish the spanning tree, potentially merging trees if
previously disjoined components are connected or constructing
new trees if new partitions are created. Last, we execute
Algorithm 1, starting from either a newly joined node or the
parent and children of a departed node.

During the simulation, we measure the number of all
messages costi(S(A)) required for stabilization at step i. Let
mean(cost(S(A))) denote the mean of costi(S(A)) over all
i. Furthermore, we compare the cost of our algorithm to that
of re-embedding at each topology change, i.e., we compute
mean(cost(S(A)))

mean(A) with mean(A) being the mean number of
messages to i) inform the root of the joined or departed
node’s tree of the change, and ii) executing Algorithm 2 on
the complete tree. In order to characterize the balance of
the content addressing, we consider the fraction of addresses
µi(u) assigned to each online node u in step i in relation to
the number of nodes ni(u) in u’s component, i.e., we derive
Fu,i = µi(u) ·ni(u). For each step i, we derive the maximum
Fi = maxu:online Fu,i and compare it to the upper bound
on the maximal permitted imbalance defined in Eq. 5. We
then consider the mean and maximal imbalance mean(F ) and
max(F ) over all steps i.
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Fig. 3: Stabilization overhead and corresponding imbalance of the content addressing of Algorithm 1 in this original form, the
virtual binary tree variant, and the simple join variant, g = 2

Our sample set-up considers the case of F2F overlays, which
are route-restricted and limit direct communication to devices
of users with a mutual trust relationship. In this study, we
use the friendship graph of a university online social network
(SPI) of 9, 222 students with an average of 10.58 connections
to model trust relations [20]. In order to judge the impact
of the graph topology on the algorithms, we also generated
one synthetic graph according to the model of Barabasi-Albert
(BA) and another graph according to the model of Erdos-Renyi
(ER-1), both with the same number of nodes and the same
average degree of 10.58 as SPI. Furthermore, we generated
another Erdos-Renyi graph with 9,222 nodes but a higher
average degree of 922.2 (ER-2), to shed light on the impact
of the density of the network. Our churn patterns follow the
empirical session and intersession length measured in Freenet,
an anonymous content sharing network with a F2F mode [21].
Based on these churn patterns, the number of concurrently
online nodes usually varies between 3, 700 and 4, 000. As
for the parameters of Algorithm 1, we varied c between 1
and 10 and choose g ∈ {1.001, 1.005, 1.01, 1.1, 1.2, 2}. All
parameter combinations were considered for the original form
of Algorithm 1 as well as for the simple join and the virtual
binary tree variant. We averaged our result over 20 runs and
present them with 95% confidence intervals. Each run consists
of 100,000 consecutive node joins or departures. Note that we
used the same 20 joins and departure sequences for each set of
parameters in order to facilitate comparisons. For comparison,
we also measure mean(Fi) and max(Fi) for a Chord overlay
[22] of the same size using these join and departure sequences.

Expectations: Our expectations with regard to the parame-
ters c and g on the stabilization overhead and the balance of
the content addressing are governed by Eq. 5 and Theorem
IV.2. Eq. 5 indicates that the upper bound on the maximal
imbalance increases with both g and c. However, considering
Line 15 of Algorithm 1, we see that g does not affect the actual
decision of re-embedding. Rather, it only affects the certainty
of nodes in the current network size estimation and thus has
at most an indirect effect on the actual balance Fi. In contrast,
c affects the decision in Line 15 and allows nodes to accept a
larger imbalance. Hence, we expect an increase in mean(F )

and max(F ) with an increased c.
With regard to the stabilization complexity, the asymptotic

bounds in Theorem IV.2 are independent of both g and c.
Indeed, g only indicates the frequency of re-embeddings due
to an inaccurate network size estimation. For larger g, such
re-embeddings should be rare, so that we do not expect a
considerable impact of g on either the actual imbalance or the
stabilization overhead. However, for very low g = 1.001 or
g = 1.005, re-embeddings only require a change of less than
1% in size, so that re-embeddings actually impact the overall
stabilization overhead. Thus, we assume that the stabilization
overhead is higher for these g whereas mean(F ) and max(F )
decrease due to the frequent re-embeddings, which re-establish
a perfectly balanced address assignment.

The goal of using a simplified join mechanism and virtual
binary trees is to reduce the stabilization overhead. While The-
orem IV.2 indicates a reduced stabilization overhead when us-
ing virtual binary trees, the increased depth of the binary trees
entails an increased upper bound on the permitted imbalance
as by Eq. 5. Thus, it is likely that the actual values mean(F )
and max(F ) are higher than for Algorithm 1. Similarly, our
simplified join mechanism reduces the stabilization overhead
by not requiring re-embeddings of the complete subtree rooted
at the parent.

We choose the four types of graphs (SPI, BA, ER-1, ER-
2) in order to ascertain that our expectations with regard to
the impact of the node degree hold. For instance, we expect
that the low-degree random graph ER-1 results in trees with a
low number of children per node and hence a high depth. By
Eq. 5, the high depth should correlate with a high imbalance.
Due to the low number of children, we expect a comparatively
low stabilization overhead for ER-1. We expect the opposite
results for ER-2. The results for BA and SPI should moderate
between those of the two random graphs.

Results: Our results with regard to the impact of parameters
c and g agree with the above expectations and underline
the asymptotic bounds with concrete values. Fig. 2 displays
the results for the original version of Algorithm 1 on the
SPI graph. Notably, our algorithm reduces the stabilization
overhead to 2-3% of a complete re-embedding for g ≥ 1.01,
as shown in Fig. 2a. In absolute numbers, the average number
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Sys Original Simple Virtual
SPI 0.025 4.16 0.015 4.78 0.024 8.84
BA 0.041 4.20 0.021 4.79 0.040 11.33
ER-1 0.023 7.72 0.020 8.58 0.022 27.91
ER-2 0.071 1.14 0.036 1.21 0.071 1.14

TABLE I: Stabilization overhead mean(S(A))
mean(A) (left column) vs.

mean imbalance factor mean(F ) (right column) of Alg. 1 (c =
1, g = 2) in different topologies: real-world social network
SPI; Barabasi-Albert (BA); Erdos-Renyi, average degree 10.58
(ER-1); Erdos-Renyi, average degree 922.2 (ER-2)

of messages sent per step is slightly above 80 for a network of
3,000 to 4,000 online nodes. As expected, very low values of
g considerably increase the stabilization overhead because the
network size estimation has to be adjusted frequently. Fig. 2b
shows that there are nodes in the network that are responsible
for 4 to 6 times as many addresses as the average node in their
component for g ≥ 1.01. For g = 1.001, mean(F ) can be as
low as 1.82 at the price of a high stabilization overhead. In the
worst case, displayed in Fig. 2c, the imbalance increase to up
to a factor 20. Note that the depth of the spanning tree varies
between 20 and 30, so that the observed maximum is usually
considerably lower than the theoretical upper bound. While the
stabilization overhead is indeed not significantly impacted by
c and g, an increase of c entails an increase in imbalance, as
expected. In comparison to Chord, a supposedly well-balanced
P2P overlay with mean(F ) = 8.8 and max(F ) = 13.4
for a network of the same size, we achieve a lower value
of mean(F ) for all considered parameters. With regard to
max(F ), we achieve a higher degree of balance for c < 5.
Hence, our content addressing achieves a similar or even better
balance than existing solutions for content addressing.

Now, we consider the impact of protocol variants on stabi-
lization and content addressing. Fig. 3 contrasts virtual binary
trees and simple join with the original algorithm for g = 2
and c = 1..10. Indeed, both variants decrease the stabi-
lization overhead further, as displayed in Fig. 3a. However,
the insignificantly decreased stabilization overhead for the
virtual tree variant comes at the price of a considerably higher
imbalance. As the depth of the virtual tree is usually between
200 and 300, Fig. 3b shows that the actual observed imbalance
can reach values close to 200. In contrast, a simple join
only slightly increases mean(F ) but leaves max(F ) largely
unaffected.

Last, Table I displays mean(S(A))
mean(A) and mean(F ) for the four

considered topologies focusing on the case of c = 1, g = 2.
The structure of the underlying graph drastically impacts the
actual results. The stabilization overhead increases drastically
for the densely connected network ER-2. Note that the vir-
tual binary trees cannot counteract this increase, as the re-
embedding is almost always executed by the parent of the
newly joined or departed node. In contrast, a simple join
variant indeed nearly halves the overhead. Due to the low
depth of the tree, ER-2 exhibits an extremely low imbalance
mean(F ). In contrast, ER-1 exhibits a very low stabilization
overhead but a considerably higher imbalance, as expected due

to the low degree and high tree depth. BA and SPI, having a
scale-free degree distribution with some high-degree nodes and
mostly low-degree nodes, moderate between the extremes.

VI. CONCLUSION

The main contribution of this paper is the design and formal
verification of an approach that efficiently generates tree-
based greedy embeddings for balanced content addressing on
fully dynamic networks. A complementary simulation-based
evaluation indicates that our stabilization algorithm is efficient
while our content addressing scheme achieves a similar or
improved degree of balance as DHTs. Future work may
explore the question of heterogeneous node resources as well
as address the issue of resilience to failures and malicious
behavior.
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